Quick guide to fleet
management
You’re looking for the best way
to keep your company on the
move. But the options can be
overwhelming and the information
available complex. That’s why we
created this guide. Explaining what
fleet management is, how to keep
your employees’ mobile and happy
on the road, while keeping hassle
for you to a minimum.
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What is fleet
management?
Companies often rely on a fleet of vehicles to keep their employees and their
business on the move. Fleet management is the way in which businesses finance,
organise, track and maintain their company vehicles. There are different ways to
fund and manage your fleet. The most important consideration is whether to buy or
lease your fleet.

What does a fleet manager do?

A fleet manager has a wide range of tasks and expectations to manage.
From determining a fleet strategy - what are the mobility needs and budget
of your business? - to setting up car and fuel policies and managing repairs,
maintenance and costs. Many company departments are involved to some
degree and the costs can be significant.

Procurement
Tangible procurement
results

Suppliers
Brands, additional
service, etc.

Managers
Exceptions

Finance
Cost reduction

HRM
Car policy

Leasing company
Lease contracts

Drivers / works council
Bigger cars

Managing board
Strategy
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Lease versus buy
Deciding the best financing option for your fleet
There are two ways to fund your company fleet; buying or leasing. When you
choose to buy, you are responsible for the purchase and management of the
vehicles, as well as the risk of residual value and resale after leasing contracts
come to an end.
Leasing can be an easy and risk-free alternative and comes in three forms;
financial lease, management only and operational lease.

Buy

Management only

Financial lease

Operational lease

Customer buys
vehicles with their
own money

Customer financially
owns the vehicles

Financial institution
company funds the
vehicles

Fleet management
company funds the
vehicles

Take care of all
operational tasks

Fleet management
company takes care of
the services

Customer takes care of
all operational tasks

Fleet management
company takes care of
all operational tasks

Customer takes
residual value risk

Customer takes
residual value risk

Customer takes
residual value risk

Fleet management
company takes
residual value risk

Benefits of leasing

When considering buying vs leasing for your
company’s fleet, minimising risk, hassle and costs are
the most important factors. As almost half of the total
cost of ownership (TCO) of a company car consists
of depreciation costs, leasing can be a cost-effective
solution.
The fleet management company takes on the risks
and costs of ownership including residual value, taxes,
insurance, repairs and maintenance as well as the bulk
of the management and administration involved in
fleet management.
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What are your tasks as a fleet manager?

LeasePlan can help or, even take over almost all these tasks. We can also support
or manage the direct contact with your drivers with our innovative online tools and
experienced team. And thanks to our scaled buying power, we can offer you a wide
range of vehicles at competitive prices.
Let us take care of the hassle, so you have time to focus on your core business and
strategic fleet management.

Processes

Cost control

Administration

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Quote requests & ordering
Contract endings
Return, storage and cleaning
Vehicle driver reallocation
Total loss and theft

•
•
•
•

Procurement of products &
services
Utilisation
Overhead / process costs
Early termination
Benchmarking

•

Replacement selection
Registration
Dossier creation for lease- and
driver contracts
Change processing

Driving behavior

Management reporting

Tax

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Mileage checks
Fuel usage and types
Tank behaviour
Damage analyses

Vehicle reallocation
Yearly lease costs
Lease costs prediction
Utilisation deviations
Damage analyses

Tax info for drivers and HR
Change processing
VAT corrections
Tax implication knowledge

Invoicing

Car policy

Lease contract

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Checking
Handling wrong invoices
Driver recharges

Car policy update
Indexing norms
Sustainability
Fuel choice

Price monitoring
Re-calculations
Driver changes
Cost centre changes
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How can LeasePlan help to achieve your business goals?

With over 50 years of experience helping companies in 32 countries stay mobile, our team is
here to help. We can build a customised leasing solution for your company that meets your
strategic goals.

People

Planet

Profit

Engage your drivers

Reduce your CO2 emissions

Manage your fleet efficiently

Your employees drive the
right car for their needs, and
we help keeping them safe
and happy on the road.

Fuel efficient or 100% Electric
Vehicles fleets help engage
your employees and meet
your CSR targets.

Optimise costs and
administration with our online
tools or fully outsource fleet
management to our team.

What’s next
for your fleet?
Interested to find out how we can help optimise
your fleet management? Our team is happy to help!

Call us on +32 27 22 62 11
Our fleet management specialists are available to talk with you during office hours.
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